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 5 Tips before you start: 

 

1. Print this e-book.  

 

2. Read the tips one by one and place this tip in the context of  a situation that applies to 

you.  

 

3. Ask yourself: How does this issue affect me? What is going well? What do you need? How 

can you get what you need? 

 

4. Apply the tip. What changes?  

 

5. Write down these findings in the book. There is a section appointed for this. 

 

6. Feel free to join  the‘Passionate Female Professionals’ Facebook group. It's free and full of 

resources plus a great place to connect with like-minded, ambitious women (like you). Get to 

know each other. Share, ask, help each other, do what's necessary to find your answers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Editorial note 

The rights of this book lies with OF WOOD, Office for  Coaching, Counselling and Training. No part of this 

publication may be reproduced, stored or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior written 

permission of the publisher. Want to share information? Please contact us via info@of-wood.lu 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1223245347697377/
http://www.of-wood.lu/
mailto:info@of-wood.lu
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Hello Passionate Female Professional,  

Is it your ambition to be amazing? To be great for your family, in your relationships and 

within your working environment? Then you certainly have a lot of balls to juggle. 

Many women find it difficult to pursue their goals while juggling their plates. Whatever  

these goals may be. For example,  one wants to have more time for herself. The other that 

long awaited promotion. Another is aiming to learn to be able to better indicate and defend 

her boundaries. To address a colleague on his or her behaviour. Having a better relationship 

with her colleagues. Or, may be...to have ‘me time’ once in a while. To say things straight up, 

without fear. To be successful without guilt. To delegate more.  

What’s yours? 

At the same time there is always a reason not to pursue your goal. I know, you have a lot of 

commitments and time is limited. You might be overwhelmed. Or afraid to be seen as 

selfish. Or afraid to be seen as that woman for whom nothing is never enough. You might 

think that other people are more important than yourself. It might be that you are afraid you 

have to give up on something else special. To loose. Or you might be afraid to win. Yes, that's 

a possibility as well. 

But where does this leave you? How do YOU get what you want? 

This is where this e-book comes in: How do you stay true to yourself while still achieving 
what you aim for? For yourself, your team, colleagues and clients, family? 
 

The answer on this question is written in this e-book's 7 chapters with practical 'must have' 

tips for passionate female professionals. The tips are simple and easy to use.  

If you have questions after reading this e-book, please feel free to contact me through e-mail 

at karen@of-wood.lu and ask for the FREE 30 minutes coaching through Skype. 

This gives you and me the opportunity to brainstorm about how you will get what you want 

without losing yourself.  

                                             To your SUCCESS!               

                                              Kind regards,                   

                                                 

                                                Karen van Hout 

                                               The Coach/Counsellor & Trainer  

                                          for Passionate Female Professionals 

mailto:karen@of-wood.com
http://www.of-wood.lu/contact-me-for-a-free-30-minute-boost/
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Who am I? 
 

Who am I to tell and teach you to be the director of your own life? Living the life you want? 

Well, I ‘have been there, done that’. 

My name is Karen van Hout. I'm a Passionate Female Professional just like you. I know which 

obstacles you encounter, but also what you can do to avoid or tackle them. 

I became the director in my own life story, leaving parts of the script untouched when I 

thought it was good and rewrote it where needed. Mould it into a form that serves me best. 

The knowledge I gained during this journey is my gift to you. 

Systemic work is my love at first sight in the world of coaching and training. I get it, breathe 

it. It’s me. Systemic work is innovative, focussed, effective and solution- oriented. It takes 

relatively little time to achieve the desired results and perceived as very pleasant.  

Systemic working is valuable because it goes beyond words. Together we will discover what 

lies beneath the question. This way, whatever is going on beneath the surface -often times 

tangible but not nameable- becomes available. Bringing the solution quickly within reach in a 

sustainable fashion.  

In addition I'm fascinated by the similarities and differences between male and female ways 

of communication. The tips from this book are based on them.  

Would you like to learn more  about me and my methods?  

Feel free to visit OF WOOD's website. 

Are you curious about how other people experienced working with OF WOOD?  

You can read the testimonials here. 

 

’Tell me, and I will forget.  

Show me, and I may remember.  

Involve me, and I will understand.’ 

Confucius  

 

http://of-wood.com/homepagina/of-wood-voor-de-top-vrouw/op-welk-van-jouw-leven-aspect-zou-jij-een-licht-willen-werpen/
http://www.of-wood.lu/
http://www.of-wood.lu/clients-about-of-wood/
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Chapter 1 Collect your balls 
 

As a PFP you fulfil more roles than you think. You're a daughter, sister, mother, partner, 

girlfriend, neighbour, colleague, co-worker, reading mom, supervisor, volunteer. I bet you 

can think of many more.  

The tendency is to think everything is equally important. I meet many women who go 

through life juggling all their balls working on everything they are asked for or demanded. 

And it can't be half work. No, it has to be good, if not perfect. 

How good this strive might seem it's not surprising that you will lose your balance at one 

moment. Bending to breaking point, having a short temper is something that occurs more 

and more. 

How to deal with this? 

The American writer James Patterson created a nice metaphor which I present to you in my 

own words: 

‘Life is a game in which you need to keep up several balls in the air. These balls represent 

work, family, health, friends, being a reading mom, marriage and volunteering.  

One day you will come to the conclusion that some of these balls are made of rubber. In this 

case they are work, being reading mom and volunteering. The other balls like marriage, 

family, friends and your health are made of glass. 

The rubber ball will bounce back if you drop it. If you drop a ball of glass, it will fall into a 

thousand pieces. ‘ 

This is not a plea to just drop the rubber plates, but an invitation  to look at them differently. 

 

 

Some days you eat lettuce and you practise yoga.  

On other days you eat chips and lie on the couch. 

They call it balance.  

-SMLY 
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Exercise: 

1. Write down, which balls you are juggling:  

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. Determine for yourself what the material is for each plate:  

Which are made of glass? Which are made of rubber?  

Glass: ………………………………………………………………… 

Rubber: ……………………………………………………………… 

 

Knowing this, what could you instantly do to gain better balance for yourself? 

 

Keep in mind: Rubber balls bounce back. A ball of glass can't be fixed once it has been 

dropped. 
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Chapter 2 You are number 1  

 
Whilst juggling you might think you're a rubber plate yourself, but that's not true. No way! 

That’s why it's important to put yourself first and take care of yourself. 

You think other people are more important?  

Noble and caring. ;) 
A great trait, absolutely. 
But if you only take care of others, you might neglect yourself.  
 Drop this ball and it will break into a thousand pieces 
remember?  

 

You think taking care of yourself is selfish? 

I completely understand. However, taking care of yourself is far, far, far from selfish. The better you 

take care of yourself, the better you can be there for someone else.  

An open door, I know, but it's true! 

 

Say what? You're already overwehlmed? 
I get that. Better than you might think.  
The good news is: Taking care of yourself doesn't need to take much time.  
In addition you'll get much in return. Even time! Time to spend on other people if you like.  
 
 

 

Listen to the whispering of your own body, so it won't have to scream!  

 - Katrien Laane 

 

 

Keep your head cool, your body healthy and make sure you have some spare energy: 

Your chances of getting a promotion or project increase when you're fresh. The word 'No' sounds 
firm and gets accepted. You’re capable of finishing or simply delegating the annoying project in no 
time. You feel well and make time to keep it like this. You have the energy to accomplish that one 
goal that you've set for so long. 
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A Few tips to keep your head cool, your body healthy and your energy on a good level: 

 Eat enough and  healthy. 

 Keep moving, sport. 

 Just ‘hang around’ once in a while. 

 Stay social. 

 Enjoy the little things. 

 Do something you really like. 

 

 

Small effort, great pleasure. 

Your life becomes more fun. 

And don't forget the BONUS: 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you change? Your environment automatically changes with you! 
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Chapter 3 Help, it isn't going the way I want!  

 
Ouch! Isn’t it going the way you want?  

How do you react: Are you getting angry? Frustrated? Feel like bursting into tears? Trampling your 

feet? Looking for excuses? Are you ready for battle? 

Please know, that’s a waste of your precious energy.  

Does something really change when you're getting angry or sad? Does it help to sweet-talk things?  If 

you go into battle? When you lie awake in the middle of the night worrying? Does it?  

The truth is, often nothing changes for the better, the problems are only get bigger. And if you're 

unlucky the hassle increases.  And if you're very unlucky, emotion takes over and you will be 

completely lost at one point. 

 

 

 

What you could do differently: 

What you could do is to find another starting point: It is what it is.  

For some of you this is a buzzkill, but also one which is true. There's a lot of comfort in these 5 words.  

It doesn't mean it's better, but it's not worse either. The moment you are able to look at situations 

the way they are, you leave the energy consuming battle. 
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How do you do that?  
Take a good look at what's really going on. Remove the big layer of emotions so only the facts 

remain. That what remains I call the ‘bare facts’. Write them down: 

……………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………. 

 

What's happening? 

Once you do this, you truly see the situation for what it is. The factors involved in this story are 

becoming clear. You’re capable of studying them one by one and think of what you could do to 

change the situation.  

……………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………. 

 

Why is that?  

A situation is never static, but forever changing. There will always be things that you can't get a grip 

on. But there are also factors which you can control. These have priority.  

Change one thing and you're changing the whole situation. And who knows how much better it will 

look already. 

 

The first thing I could change is: ………………………………………………………………………. 
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Chapter 4 Share your successes 

 

Oh yes, share your successes! 

I don't know what you think of this, but for women it's pretty difficult to share our successes, modest 

as we are. And critical to ourselves, because we're good at that as well.  

Do you recognize the following phrases? 

‘It could be better.’ ‘You didn't do it completely by yourself, other people did a fair share.’ ‘The 

circumstances where perfect.’ Which one do you use the most? 

 

So, actually it's not your own success. Or is it?  
It is! Yours only. They can be mentioned and you can share them.  

And yes, you are allowed to be proud.  

 

Share your successes, talk about yourself. 
Preferably in first person. How else, do other people know what you are  capable of? What you're 

good at? Why they should call you? Why you're the perfect fit for that one project, that one job? 

 

I myself, admire them:  
Without wanting going into generalisation, men do talk more easily about their successes than 

women do. They don't have a problem with that.  On the contrary; the success is even sweet talked if 

needed. 

And yes, we are aware of this and good hearted we scrape of a bit of the layer of 'sweetness'. But in 

the end his success still stands out! It's still clear what this person represents, what he can do and 

why you should give him a call. Great right? 

 

Back to you.  
How do you share your success? What happens if others take a bit of a layer of your success? Does it 

still stand or does it disappear.  

 

Of course you don’t have to sweet talk your success but here is my point:  how much information do 

you leave out?  It might be fun to have a look at it: 
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Exercise:  

 Think about it, what was your last success?  

 How did you communicate this?  

 And then, how much information have you cut out?  

 How much did you give away to someone else?  

 Which part of the success do you credit to yourself? 

 

And then the ‘Big Bang’:  
What remains? Was that your whole success or just a part of it?  

- Your whole success? => Exellent, congratulations! 

- A part? => Do ask yourself what you did with the invisible part and why! 

 

PS. Most of the time I hear women admitting that they're afraid to fall through the net.  

For women who recognize this there is good news; there is no net. 

 

Modesty is a virtue and a block to a woman's leg. -Noëlla de Jager 

 

Write down your biggest success: 
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Chapter 5 Ask for it!  
 

It would be nice, but no one can read your mind.  

If you need or want something, you have to ask for it.  

 

An example:  
A friend calls me, disappointed. The one promotion she was aiming for, and which she was suited for, 

has been taken by her colleague who is less qualified. Just like that! She doesn't get it. She thinks it's 

unfair. She worked so hard, It would have made more sense if she had got the job, she says.  

Me: Did they know you wanted that job? 

Answer: No but they could've known, right? 

Me: Why? How should they know? 

Answer: uhhhh....... 

 

Moral of the story:  
Ask for the things you want. How badly we would like to, people can't read minds. If you don’t assess 

what you want, if you don't communicate what you want, nothing will happen. There will be no one 

who hands it to you on a silver plate. Point is:  If you don't ask for anything, you won't get anything. 

So ask!  

Difficult?  

Yes, perhaps it is. And therefore, for inspiration here the follow-up conversation later on for you: 

 My friend told me that she spoke to her employer. After the disappointment from earlier on and our 

conversation she had been thinking. She really wanted to grow in her work and had to make a 

certain step to achieve this. She made a list of requirements that her next job had to meet, her 

strong capabilities ,why she was a good match for that particular task and she went to her employer 

with this list. 

After the conversation she told me that she told the person she has been disappointed she was not 

asked for the previous job and why. She told him exactly why she thinks she was the perfect fit. 

Besides this she also told him about here ambition and the steps she needs to take to get there.   

During her story to me she sighed; 'I thought it was so exciting! My palms where sweaty. 

Me, proud of her of course, asked: 'I bet he didn't even blink with his eyes?' 

She laughed, 'indeed'. No sign of displeasure at all. The employer took it very well. He had let her 

know that he greatly appreciated it. He admitted she is great at work but wasn't aware of the fact 
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she was interested at all. Hearing this he revealed the fact that there’s another big assignment 

coming up and if she was interested? You can imagine what happened....... 

 

Find it hard to ask something difficult? 

 1. Some small talk up front is fine, but don't evade the big issue that needs to be discussed. Be clear 

in what you want. 

2. Keep the relationship out of the question. It's not personal so don't make it personal. 

 

There is always someone who supports you.  

-Mwah 
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Chapter 6 Negotiate 
 

If you previously learned in this book to 

 

1. set your priorities straight,  

2. place yourself at number one,  

3. separate emotions from the facts,  

4. value your successes,  

5. ask for what you want or need,  

 

then the step won't be too big to get what you want. How?  

 

By negotiating.  
Unnoticed we do negotiate a lot. For big things like our salary, lease car, the part-time days and the 

other extras. But also about role dividing at home.  For example who picks up the kids. At what time 

they go to bed and how long they are allowed on the iPad. Who prepares dinner and what wil be on 

the table.  

Women master this you know, negotiating. They are the most excellent negotiators. Negotiating for 

other people, that is. If women negotiate for themselves, they are often afraid that it will be at the 

expence of the relationship.   

In addition, women possess the enormous talent to place themselves in someone else's shoes.  
There is always an understanding for the other side. Women tend to give up in favour of the other or 

a greater good.   

But you know, negotiating for yourself really pays off . Negotiation isn't going to cost you your 

relationship that quickly. It is worthy of respect.  You get what you want.  And all benefactors are 

happy: 

 

 

 

http://nl.bab.la/woordenboek/engels-nederlands/place-oneself-in-someone-else-s-shoes
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1. Prepare yourself.  
Make time for this. Get clarity of what you want.  Gather as much information for the negotiation as 

possible. 

 

 

2. Set your strategy.  
Aim higher than you want and determine your bottom-limit. Prepare good arguments and get 

familiar with the possible counterarguments. 

 

3. Make sure you feel great on the moment of the negotiation.  
Wear something that makes you feel good. Make sure the conversation takes place in a room where 

you're comfortable.  

 

4. Listen well during the conversation.  
Don't make any quick conclusions, but ask questions. Don't say yes too quickly and the same goes for 

no. Drop a silence once in a while. Be creative. What are the interests of both sides? Where could 

you ‘meet’? Keep a good eye on your boundaries, dare to say no. If necessary sleep on it before 

making the final decision. 

 

5. Document it.  
Have you reached an agreement, which is good for both sides? Congratulations. One last tip: Don't 

forget to document it to avoid mis-understanding later on. 

 

Tip:  

An important difference between men and woman: for woman the first ‘no’ is often the end of the 

negotiation. For men its a start!. Returning in negotiation after the first no is worth considering! 

Don't give up too soon. 

 

Make sure a yes to someone else, is not a no to yourself. 
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Chapter 7 Reflect your inner on the outside 
 

A few final reminders to have a powerful appearance.  
 
Clothes:  
You're a woman, smart, know what you want, you are driven, have goals, responsibilities, at home or 
work, and so on. It is stating the obvious but  realise that you always, wherever and with whom you 
are, present yourself.  Both internally and externally. 
 

Talents:  
Be aware of the huge power you posses as a woman: your charm, humour, empathy and your talent 

to read body language. Your talent to hear another. Put that into action.  

Language:  
Does your language support your firm appearance? Avoid diminutives words also at the end of your 

sentence like; 'right?' or 'don't you think?'  

Body language:  
Think about your non-verbal communication, how does it support the message you want to convey? 

Body language is what people see, subconsciously  respond to and believe at first sight. They take the 

word of your body before the words you actually say. Take a strong position: straighten your back, 

stand up straight, keep your head up straight and take the space you need..   

Fake it till you make it:  
Do you feel insecure after all, adopt a strong stances into the challenging  conversation. As body and 

mind work together, your body will follow your mindset. Your powerful stance will help you to find 

that confident mood that comes with it. 

 

And last but not least: Be yourself. You're perfect the way you are. Stay true to yourself and 

don't think or act for someone else.  

Good luck! I'm sure that you get what you want. 

Think like a Queen. A Queen is not afraid to fail. 

Failure is another steppingstone to greatness. 

–Oprah Winfrey 

http://context.reverso.net/vertaling/engels-nederlands/internal+and+external
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Chapter 8 You're in control 
 

If you want something in life, you're the only one who can do something about it. With this e-book 

you already have some tools at hand to get what you want or accomplish. It's possible that you want 

or need more than these. You may want to move on after reaching the first few steps. I would be 

happy to help you with that. 

You're welcome to get in touch via my Facebook page for Passionate Female Professionals which you 

can use as a free resource. In addition you are invited to  a FREE 30 minutes coaching boost-

session through Skype. 

Because not every situation is the same  
OF WOOD created 4 different programs just for you. These 
programs are expandable and can be done, if needed or 
desired, (partially) online. So, there is always a program 
which fits you.  
 
 
All 4 programs: 

 Are expandable with a systemic constellation. 
 Contain a ‘goodies bag’. 
 Can be done on-line. 
 Are tailor-made. 
 Are made for reaching your desired result. 
 Can be done in Dutch and English. 
  

 
Do you want: 

 A small route in which you get clarity into your question? 
 Start working and achieve the set target? 
 Or do you stick with the gained insight in understanding your question and an action plan?  

 

You decide what you will handle and how far you go: 
 With the Bronze package you already get a lot of clarity. 
 The Silver Package is suitable if you don’t feel the need for a coaching route, but can use some back 

up support. 
 The Gold Package gives you an action plan and support with the initial steps to achieve your desired 

result. 
 Do you want full support for half a year to reach your set goal? Choose for Diamond. 

 

 TO YOUR SUCCESS! 

http://www.of-wood.lu/contact-me-for-a-free-30-minute-boost/
http://www.of-wood.lu/
http://www.of-wood.lu/because-you-are-worth-it/
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YOUR NOTES: 


